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About This Game

The Game

Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex

logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features

Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;

Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;

Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;

Many bizarre characters to interact with;

Emotional original soundtrack;

An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;
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A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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one of the most beautiful, thought-engaging visual novels i have ever read

as a forewarning, the story can be slow to some. for me, the world seabed has created for itself is so breathtaking, so magical,
that the slow pace of it all never bothered me.

absolutely lovely novel centered around the relationship between two women, give it a chance if you're interested in girls love or
mysteries. If you have any intent to play long term, it's silly not to buy this. Definitely buy before expansions.. The multiplayer
doesn't work.. this is a good game trust me i have a trollface as a profile pic. worst VR game ive played in weeks
touchpads for walking and looking around
gave me a headache and almost made me puke. I have played every VR table tennis game I can get my hands on. Pong
Champion is absolutely worth the money. It is quite playable as of the previous patch and maybe just as importantly, the
developer is actively interacting with users and really working to take their feedback to heart as he prioritizes and adjust the
engine to feel better and better. Would I pay fifty bucks to play this game right now? No way. Would I pay 50 bucks for this
game if it fully realized its potential and included multiplayer? Hell yes! Would I invest in the game to see if it meets that
potential? Well it was about 5 bucks and I did. I hope some of you do too!
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Captivating. An interesting look on professional gaming (Dota 2).. Worth all the money !!!
------------------------------------------
Add a lot of new things to the game like:
Water pipes with warm water so your people don't freeze.
Water boiling stations to warm the water.
Road maintenance buildings (Snowplow depots).
------------------------------------------
. 1. See game in the Store. Art looks great. It's a roguelike? I'm in!

2. See mixed reviews. What are they complaining about? Difficulty too hard? No problem! Unskippable intro animation? Boo!
Annoying puzzle minigame? Ugh. Needless delays in the dice game? Boo!

3. See patch notes. The developer has fixed all the complaints! You can now turn off the unskippable animation, skip the
minigame, and play the dice game instantly. Wow!

4. Realize that this is a developer that cares about the players and responds to community feedback. Realize that the issues
raised in the negative reviews have been fixed. Yay!

5. Buy game at full price.

6. Play game. It's fun. Horray!

7. Game crashes. Boo!

8. Restart game? Nope. Game leaves some processes running and won't restart.

9. Reboot.

10. Restart game? Yes!

11. Play game. It's still fun. Horray!

12. Game crashes. Won't restart. Reboot. Restart game. Crash. Reboot. Crash. Reboot.

13. Request refund.. Kind of dissapointed but i still reccomend it.So far 2 major flaws first lack of online multiplayer and
second no tutorial-training.Some minor bugs but overall gameplay is good and enjoyable,prety relaxing little game to pass your
time.If you like soccer there is no chance you wont like this one although it still doesnt justify it's price.. Bad Dream: Coma is a
point and click adventure game with macabre elements to it. You find yourself in a dream in which you sustain life-threatening
injuries, such as getting the top of your head chopped clean off, but you won't ever die. You'll just keep living with part of your
brain missing and stumble about the world with severely impaired function and what remains of your brain dripping out of your
sliced skull quite frequently. Obviously, you want to find a way to stop that.

In order to find a way to bring back the ability for anybody to die, you have to go through many chapters of the game and
interact with the environment. You can pick up items that are found throughout the chapters and then use these items to advance
through the chapters, such as unlocking doors with keys or making enemies go away by feeding them slabs of meat. For the
most part, the game does a pretty good job at that part. Most of the puzzles do make sense and there is a feeling of
accomplishment and ephiphany when you make a connection. There are a few ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t puzzles in my opinion with how
you need to "draw" in a new part of the level with a pen at one point when the concept was never shown before or even hinted
at, as well as times where I everything was so vague that I had to click on everything with all of my items to get a reaction, but
they didn't sour the entire experience. It just halted progression for a good twenty minutes until I finally found a solution.

In all, I'd recommend the game to anyone who doesn't mind some minor body horror and slight gore. It has great replayability
thanks to different ways you can solve puzzles, even if it's going to take you a while to figure out how to get all those endings..
This game is a great but short game
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Full written and video review http:\/\/www.kamiotamega.com\/crowtel-renovations-review-pc\/. While browsing a new release
queue out of boredom I was asked to verify my age...common enough,but for a game called "Forest Rabbit"? Upon reading the
description a few things stuck out...it kept referring to things like being "Bright" "Cheery" "cool" "fun for all ages"...all very
superfluous terms...and it mentioned it's "Forest Animals" [in quotation marks]. One screenshot showed what appeared to be
ghosts in gas-masks.
I thought I might have found something odd,so i gave it a try...

I read WAY too much into it.
I was frankly expecting something like Pony Island,where,"oh hee hee! it's a cute game about cute things!
[ExEpT IT's ActUaLly SATANNNN]" or at least being a surface-cute game with ridiculously gorey deaths or something...
but no. This is a 100% normal platformer about a rabbit collecting coins,all dying does is give a "Game over".
...no gore...no satan...the ghosts in gas-masks are just moles kicking up dust.
Soo that age check gave me a very wrong impression.

Unfortunately the game didn't win me over by being good.It's ONLY 8 LEVELS ,and you can clear all of them with a 3star
rating in under an hour. you don't even get a "You win! hoopie doo!" at the end,it just takes you back to the menu.
I even played thru lv1 again to see if anything had changed..nope.
The game itself is a left-to-right platformer,you jump...dodge things...and get coins,while moving to the end...that's it. The game
mostly plays well I guess, exept for the wall jump mechanic which is horrible [and sadly nescessary],the levels are very easy
exept for level 6 [which was just waiting on enemies to move, so you can pop thru holes [that your wall jump gets you stuck
on],There was also an invisible obstacle that would kill you. level 7 noteably had seemingly infinite invisible coins
everywhere,making it impossible to NOT get 3 stars.

Despite me being an contextually suspicious idiot,I was hoping the game would at least be fun,but the best way I can describe it
is: A game you'd find on Neopets,WII e-shop shovelware at best. Maybe the devs meant well,but I can't imagine even small
children would be very entertained here.

I guess it's not the worst thing since smallpox,but it's not worth buying.it's beyond generic with nothing interesting to offer. If
you want a cutesy whimsical platformer,you can do MUCH better than this.
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